2006 pt cruiser

Noted for its exterior recalling styling from the s, the PT Cruiser was designed by Bryan Nesbitt.
By the end of production in July , [5] worldwide production had reached 1. A convertible was
introduced for the model year. A Chrysler spokesperson said the last model was Stone White
and was destined for a U. The US version came standard with a 2. In addition to this standard
model, a 2. Chrysler sold over 10, PT Cruisers in Japan. Both the five-door hatchback and the
two-door convertible, and the GT turbo engine package were sold in Japan in right-hand drive
configurations. Japanese versions were manufactured at the Austrian factory and were
equipped very similarly to European specifications. From until , the PT Cruiser was used in the
city of Urayasu , Chiba Prefecture by the Maihama Resort Cab company to serve as a taxi in the
vicinity of Tokyo Disneyland because of its fun, retro appearance. Unfortunately, the PT Cruiser
wasn't built for the rigors of taxi service, and the fleet became expensive to maintain, with
eventual retirement in However, rather than being modern renditions of the original namesake
models, the PT Cruiser was a new design based on a compilation of design cues from the s and
s. Lutz , who was an executive at Chrysler at the time, Dr. Clotaire Rapaille , and Bryan Nesbitt.
The PT Cruiser was inspired by both of the previous-mentioned vehicles and had a high roof
that was very reminiscent of the Chevrolet Advance Design trucks. The introduction of the PT
Cruiser was described as "segment busting" in the marketplace. Crysler's Dieter Zetsche
described it as a continuing example of the automaker's innovation for new segments as well as
"demonstrates that you can have head-turning style, practicality, and value all in one package.
The reaction to the PT Cruiser, in general, was "people either loved them or hated them" while
for some owners the car inspired a "cult following. The GT model introduced in has a "2. The PT
Cruiser was updated for to include scalloped headlights, a revised grille no longer extending
below the "bumper", new lower front fascia which eliminated the patented brake cooling ducts,
and redesigned taillights as well as available round fog lamps. The changes reduced the "retro
vibe" that did not satisfy some customers as well as "exposing the main pitfall of retro design:
How do you update old? Interior updates included a revised interior with an updated dash with
an analog clock in the center stack. The audio system featured a line-in jack for MP3 players
integrated into the dash. Features such as satellite radio , a premium sound system by Boston
Acoustics with external amplifier and subwoofer , and UConnect hands-free Bluetooth for
compatible cell phones also became available in The turbocharged 2. A " Mopar " cruise control
unit became available as an aftermarket unit on models. Also in , Chrysler dealers were
permitted to order vehicles with separate options unbundled options from option packages
such as anti-lock brakes and Side Impact Airbags. Sirius Satellite Radio also became an option
that could be installed as a dealer option with a factory appearance i. It included a 2. Optional
features included leather seating surfaces, a power front driver's bucket seat, an engine block
heater, a power tilt-and-sliding sunroof, and heated dual front bucket seats. The only interior
color option was Pastel Slate Gray. The car received bad results in the frontal impact test 6 out
of 16 possible points. The height of the seats and side airbags helped to attain a maximum
score of 16 points in the side impact test. The low frontal scores are in part explained by the
cushioning near the knees, designed to protect unbelted occupants, which is not a factor in the
EU where passengers must wear seat belts. For , the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety
gave the PT Cruiser the highest rating of Good overall for occupant protection in frontal crashes
and the lowest overall rating of Poor for side crashes. The cylinder head was also different for
turbo engines, from naturally aspirated. The turbo version was used by both the PT Cruiser GT
and Dodge Neon SRT-4 with larger diameter valves and seats, exhaust valves made of Inconel,
improved cooling as well as larger oil drain back passages, and different camshafts. The PT
Cruiser Turbo engine package differs from the SRT-4 because the intake manifold, turbocharger
plumbing, and intercooler are different. Factory Flame package â€” Flame-inspired vinyl decals
of a 'tone-on-tone' type applied on the hood, front fenders, and front doors starting with models.
Four flame designs: fading orange-to-red on cars painted red, fading blue to cranberry flames
on cranberry finished cars, a dark silver that fades into bright silver on bright silver paint, and
fading deep magenta to black flames highlighted with a blue border on black cars. Woodie
package â€” Available on all Chrysler PT Cruiser models from to models, the simulated wood
panels were on the sides of the vehicle and on the rear hatch. The vinyl graphic featured a linear
Medium Oak woodgrain framed with Light Ash surround moldings. Exterior identification
included a 'Street Cruiser' badge with Solar Yellow accents on the liftgate and 'Route 66' badges
on the front doors. A total of 1, Route 66 models were produced in North America, with of those
equipped with 5-speed manual transmissions. It included "Sunset Crystal" paint accented with
various chrome body-trim pieces, deep-tint glass, inch chrome wheels with all-season touring
tires. The Dream Cruiser Series 5 production totaled 1, units for the US market during the model
year. The vehicle was announced in conjunction with the Woodward Dream Cruise. Based on
the Classic trim, the Sport version included a roof-mounted body-colored spoiler, inch alloy

wheels, PT Cruiser Sport badge, and exclusive graphite metallic paint. The PT Cruiser Sport was
available with a two-litre petrol engine. The Couture Edition featured a contrasting two-tone
paint scheme: black above the beltline and silver metallic on the bottom section, with a red
pinstripe dividing the two. The interior included Radar Red leather buckets dark gray leather
optional with black piping, a red or black shifter knob, and chrome appliques. Outside features
included inch chrome-clad wheels with chromed bodyside moldings and accents. Production
was limited to The rear interior space featured a full wood floor with bright skid strips and wood
bars along with the side quarter panels with cargo straps providing a multi-use cargo area.
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Coupe utility. Cars Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. I
recommend calling the dealer directly if you are interested in any of their vehicles. We sent a
message to the the dealership through FB and received an auto generated generic response.
We received no response to our message through Car Gurus. Good still want the Audi working
on that with them. Sure hope they can work with me. I have bad credit and want to build this up.
This is my only chance. So i hope we can work out a deal without me breaking out everything to
get a car i know i can pay for. Shawna was very easy to work with and was extremely
knowledgeable about financing. I will definitely be buying from them again in the future. I love
the car I purchased here it was a great find. The longer I have it the happier I am. Took their time
with me to make sure my experience was a better one than previous dealerships. Very unhappy
I was going to come look at a car from an hour and a half away and they would not give me an
out the door price unless I came in. They were friendly and informative. Maybe one of the other
cars on the lot? They are also a bit of a drive away. The guys at New Haven were super nice and
helpful. They were honest and upfront and gave us a good deal! Jesse was wonderful. He was
courteous and helpful. He got me the best financing possible. Answered all my questions. I
would definitely buy another car from him. The owner was very nice, pleasant, not pushy, and
was very personable. Would definitely shop here again. I would highly recommend going to
Highland Luxury. Paige was very helpful and delightful to work with. We are both very pleased
with our cars. They are great people. Moe is doing everything in power to help me Everything
went smoothly, vehicle was just as described, financing and paperwork was quick and painless.
Will shop them again in the future. Nice people not pushy at all. Felt more like a family
atmosphere than a used car lot. They let me have my space and test drive what I wanted then
were open to price negotiation on the vehicle of my choice. There shop did excellent job with
the cleaning of the car before I came and got it. Mike, John, and team were excellent to work
with! They listen to what I wanted in a vehicle and where I needed to be in financing. It was a
smooth transition and they made it easy for me. I will buy another vehicle from them. Thank
you! Very decent and professional demeanor. Phone calls were answered promptly or, if not, a
return call came through within 30 minutes. Informative, helpful, and honest business. After an
online inquiry I was contacted by a sales rep and had a pleasant conversation about their used
cars. I was invited to come by their dealership in Rome, GA to view and test drive some of the
trucks available. I was met by the young man who had reached out to me and was very
impressed as to how helpful he was. Long story short, I bought the Nissan Frontier pick-up and
am very happy with it. Great sales, great finance, great service, and in general a great buying
experience. The Chrysler PT Cruiser was introduced in , and represented one of

DaimlerChrysler's first ventures into the retro-styled auto market. The PT was originally
intended for the Plymouth marque, but by the time production began, the Plymouth name no
longer existed. The compact wagon had its roots in the lates Plymouth Pronto concept car.
Chrysler Edition. A four-seat convertible was added in The PT Cruiser is now in its seventh year
of production, but it is still in the first generation of production. A series of updates came in ,
which included a new grille, new head and taillights, a higher quality dash, and a new audio
system. Chrysler's reliability problems would unfortunately hamper the PT's reputation in
subsequent years. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available
nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each
one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new
cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely
on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by
price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal
ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi
50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. Image Not Available. CarGurus User.
Authorized Chrysler Dealer. Read more. This is my third PT Cruiser and, unfortunately given the
year - - that they stopped producing them probably my last. This car is a great combo of
compact enough to find parking easily and roomy enough to bring IKEA furniture boxes home.
The power drivers seat allows me to have the perfect positioning to get in without straining my
bad knee a Sporty and stylish vehicle. Lots of extra features that are for safety and comfort.
Ease of handling while driving and parking. Great features for a couple or family and plenty of
cargo room. Fun car to drive around town or on a vacation. Lots of room in the cargo area and
rear seats are removable to make even more cargo space. Why Use CarGurus? Chrysler dealers
in Atlanta GA. Chrysler dealers in Chicago IL. Chrysler dealers in Dallas TX. Chrysler dealers in
Houston TX. Chrysler dealers in Los Angeles CA. Chrysler dealers in Miami FL. Chrysler dealers
in New York NY. Chrysler dealers in Philadelphia PA. Chrysler dealers in Washington DC. Still,
slightâ€”but perfectly normalâ€”bounces were felt as the cars moved about, making some feel
nervous. In , when Chrysler introduced its funky retro-styled, high-roof hatchback as a model,
the Royal Gorge Bridge was still the highest in the world. By the time the photo was taken nine
years later, there were seven higher, all but one in China. Also by , the market excitement that
surrounded the PT Cruiser for its first few years had dimmed significantly, with sales of 18, and
then just 9, in , its final year. That was down from the peak of nearly , The Colorado PT Cruisers
show a similar pattern. The club was one of many to spring up around the car. In the early to
mid s, its annual tour through Colorado mountain passes would draw up to cars. When the
group repeated the Royal Gorge Bridge visit in , only 62 cars participated. Some larger PT
gatherings still occur. One in Oregon last year, which Liles helped manage, attracted cars. While
enthusiasm runs high in some quarters, the numbers continue to dwindle as PT ownership
ages. Liles and her husband, Patrick, who also owns a customized PT, are now in their late 50s
but among the younger members of their group. The PT Cruiser, which rode the nostalgia wave
that brought in the Volkswagen New Beetle and Mini Cooper, seemed to cultivate that reputation
from the start. Initially intended for young first-time buyers, the low-priced PT instead caught
the eyes of an older crowd. It also sparked a customization trend that took advantage of the hot
rod-flavored shape penned by Bryan Nesbitt. A high seating position and generous headroom
from the inch height were attributes shared with small SUVs, then becoming popular. Like those
vehicles, the PT was certified as a light truck to qualify for lower fuel economy requirements.
The horsepower, 2. The interior echoed the retro theme with color-matched dash panels, an
old-timey-looking four-spoke steering wheel, deep-set gauge pods, and a cue ball-style shifter
knob for the standard five-speed stick shift. A four-speed automatic transmission and
four-wheel disc brakes with ABS and traction control were options. Automotive media were
smitten with the PT Cruiser. When it launched, the PT commanded waiting lists and dealer
markups. Chrysler saw the potential in the PT customization trend and offered Flame and
Woodie appearance packages. For , the turbocharged GT model with horsepower and lb-ft of
torque gave the PT Cruiser the guts to back up its hot rod looks. There were even some
rear-wheel drive conversions with Hemi V-8 engines. A magazine, PT Cruiser Quarterly ,
covered the scene until folding around One of the major aftermarket players, PTeazer in Santa
Ana, California, still sells parts and builds custom vehicles. She had it customized with painted
flames, extra chrome, and a mountain scene mural. Liles recalls one from St. Another, made by
a man from Hawaii, had a working volcano and a pond filled with live goldfish. Unsurprisingly,
the tailgate displays had their own competitions. The following year, the whole PT line received
a mild facelift, dialing back the retro vibe with a deep front apron, shorter grille, and scalloped
headlights. The refresh bumped up the GT to hp, while a hp version of the turbo engine, using a

different computer calibration, became an option on other models. The PT Cruiser would go on
to sell nearly a million in the U. European markets, which also offered a diesel engine, sourced
theirs from a plant in Graz, Austria. Car Profiles. Jim Koscs. Your weekly dose of car news from
Hagerty in your inbox. See more newsletters Thanks for signing up. Sign up. More on this topic.
Valuation King of the bulls, the Miura is the most collectible Lamborghini for good reason
Andrew Newton. Share Leave comment. A majority of all used US imports have either been in
accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject
to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands
of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with
a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping
millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden
problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with
their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had
the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us
and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search. For more information go to In ,
Chrysler launched a retro-styled model called the PT Cruiser, with the first part of its name
standing for Personal Transport. The style was a bit similar to panel vans that became popular
in the s, but the difference was that the models were designed to look fresh in order to attract
the younger generation. Despite being welcomed to the marketplace with some copying issues,
the PT Cruiser still made a big hit in the beginning, though its spark eventually waned after a
decade. The first releases of the PT Cruiser model were satisfactory if viewed from the
standards of a common user. The units had a 2. The suspension was made with McPherson
struts, lower control arms, a sway bar, and coil springs, while the rear portion had a twist-beam
and a trailing arm. Other options were a moon roof with a one-touch open feature, aluminum
wheels, ABS and traction control, and a 4-speed automatic transmission. From the release, the
PT Cruiser was restyled and reinvented. One of these alterations was the introduction of a cue
ball shifter for the auto transmission, the shift to cloth backseats, the increase of power to hp,
and the offering of several interiors and exterior colors. The second-generation PT Cruisers
were made more powerful, more appealing, and more efficient. First off, power was increased to
hp and lb-ft of torque. The interiors also received a redesign, including new fabric options and
seat trims, a restyled instrument panel with bigger gauges, a signature analog clock, and
rotating air vents. The units still had a turbocharged engine with a displacement of 2. The
addition of Bluetooth, audio jacks, power locks, map lamps, a lumbar adjuster for the seats, rear
window switches, and a more graphical EVIC made the models more reliable and enjoyable to
drive. Above all these noticeable alterations, the models received some system tweaking to
reduce powertrain noise. Moreover, getting behind the wheels was quieter by five decibels
because of the improved sealing around the floor pan, doors, and windows. While most
automakers from around the globe have their eyes set on something new, exciting, and
innovative, Chrysler went the other way and got retro with the launch of its PT Cruiser. With its
old-fashioned, reinvented look, it became a hit. More than just its retro vibe, the Chrysler PT
Cruiser became popular also for its versatility and utility. This hatch-wagon came in a number of
body styles, and it was designed with practicality in mind. With a PT Cruiser in your car
collection, you must know stuff that makes the car all set for another road trip and what keeps it
from going for another mile. Here's a short checklist of parts that need to be inspected,
maintained, and replaced as needed:. Just because your filters are usually out of sight doesn't
mean that they should be out of mind. Filters screen away from the impurities and prevent
clogging. Simply by keeping the filters clean or by replacing them as needed, you can save
yourself from hundreds of dollars' worth of repair. With a busted fuel filter, dirt and other

contaminants can mess up your fuel system. Allow your engine to breathe more easily with a
properly working air filter. Make sure that exhaust and airflow components are maintained well
or replaced as needed. Things can easily turn into a nightmare the moment your brakes fail and
you can't easily bring your car to a halt. Feed your braking system with enough brake fluid and
make sure that the pads and rotors can still do their job. If the pads are already thin and the
rotors are scored, don't even think twice about giving your car the needed brake service. Failing
to replace the spark plugs could cause a lot of trouble. Mileage may drop as a result. Your
engine may no longer run as smoothly as it used to, experiencing misfires, sputters, and
hesitation. Worn-out spark plugs could also make the car flunk its emissions test. So before it's
too late, inspect your spark plugs to see if it's time for a replacement. Also, check other ignition
components and make sure that they're all working fine. To you, they may look like nothing
more than rubber strips, but these flimsy-looking belts actually keep the alternator, water pump,
and other components going. Once they lose tension and get fractured, you can only imagine
the mess they can create. Some parts may suddenly stop working. Worse, the engine may need
to be rebuilt or repaired. So before they break, see to it that the belts are replaced. You have to
keep the terminals and contacts clean. While at it, look into the charging system of the vehicle.
Is it working fine, or does it need to be inspected or tuned up? Don't wait till power to your
electrical system is cut off. When replacing the battery, consider the recommended specs by
the manufacturer. You may upgrade to a battery that offers longer service life and better
performance. The wear patterns are telling you something: either your tires are under-inflated or
you have worn-out suspension parts. A tread depth gauge will help you figure out if wear is
already severe and if those deep grooves could no longer be ignored. Change the tires to
ensure safety when driving. The suspension was made with McPherson struts, lower control
arms, a sway bar, and coil springs, while the rear portion had a twist beam and a trailing arm.
Other options were a moon roof with one-touch open feature, aluminum wheels, ABS and
traction control, and a 4-speed automatic transmission. One of these alterations was the
introduction of a cue ball shifter for the auto transmission, the shift to cloth backseats, the
increase of power to hp, and the offering of several interior and exterior colors. The units still
had a turbo-charged engine with a displacement of 2. The addition of Bluetooth, audio jacks,
power locks, map lamps, lumbar adjuster for the seats, rear window switches, and a more
graphical EVIC made the models more reliable and enjoyable to drive. We've Made a Site
Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account.
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Resources. The plant is also where the brand is planning to build two new electrified SUVs,
bringing as many as 4, jobs in the area. Chrysler to Change Name Following PSA Groupe
Merger The decision does seem to make sense considering the entire Chrysler brand is down to
just three models two if the Pacifica and Voyager minivans are counted as one , while the
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